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Coordinated Motion Planning of Independent
Manipulators in Precision Manipulation
Dengpeng Xing , Fangfang Liu , and De Xu , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This article investigates the coordinated motion planning of independent manipulators in the domain of
precision manipulation, where forces are considered in the
level of tens or hundreds of milliNewtons. Independent manipulating is crucial in randomly combining robot arms to
temporarily fulfill certain tasks. We study the cases where a
part of task information is known to each manipulator and
yet no communication exists between them. In the coordinated structure, the leading manipulator plans its movement according to the desired state and its evaluation of
the object force. The follower needs to compensate for the
offset errors, estimate the intention of the leader, evaluate
its confidence on the estimation, and plan its movement
accordingly. The handling of special states, i.e., zero force
feedback, is also discussed. Experiments are carried out to
demonstrate the validation of the proposed method.
Index Terms—Coordinated operation,
movement planning, intention estimation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
RECISION manipulation attains worldwide attention in
advanced manufacturing, due to its capability of achieving
high accuracy. It is different from traditional manipulation, with
characteristics of handling with small-sized objects, in submillimeter to millimeter dimension, and reaching the accuracy of
microns or submicrons. This property demands employment
of microscopes for accurate visual alignment and micro force
sensors to display interaction forces precisely [1], [2]. Many
accomplishments in this field have been attained so far.
Manipulation of regular-sized objects, such as lifting, pushing, pulling, tilting, and pivoting, is widely investigated [3], [4].
Due to uncertainties, it is usually unable to precisely model the
manipulation tasks and this difficulty is enlarged in small scale. It
is basically difficult to maintain contact forces within hundreds
of milliNewtons while uncertainties exist, in order to protect
objects. Various strategies are investigated to handle different
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tasks. For the manipulation at the meso scale, an approach is developed in [5] to incorporate uncertainty into planning tasks with
frictional contacts. For the micromanipulation, magnetic microrobot teams are investigated in [6] to accomplish complex tasks,
by using an optimal control synthesis approach to reduce the
state space of the transition system that models robot mobility. To
investigate the compliant manipulation, a flexible microgripper
attached to a multidegree of freedoms (DOF) manipulator is used
in [7] to realize pick-and-place operations, replacing multiple
manipulators. Based on a learned model, in [8], manipulating
microscale objects in an obstacle prone environment is studied
using push manipulations, where an RRT search algorithm is
used for the path planning and a regression model is employed
for the manipulation. Due to the constrained forces required
in manipulating small-sized objects, to efficiently accomplish
the manipulation without communication still needs further
investigation.
Coordinated control of multisystem has been extensively
investigated [10], [11], restricting their behavior or activities so
that the overall control objectives are met. Many recent studies
improve a robot’s motion through the interpretation of human
or another robot actions and activities [12], [13]. In [14], a
behavior-based architecture with fuzzy reinforcement learning is
studied to achieve effective coordination among multiple robot
fishes. An adaptive neural control scheme is proposed in [15]
for dual-arm coordination of the humanoid robot. Iqbal and
Riek [16] studied the influence of group coordination to the
dynamics of the team, particularly in multihuman, multirobot
situations. The leader–follower formation can also be used for
cooperative manipulation [17]. For example, in [18], the leader
is aware of the object’s desired trajectory and the follower
estimates it by observing the object’s motion and imposes an
impedance control law. As stated above, many coordination
works focus on the regular-sized tasks and how to plan for the
smaller-sized ones still remains a challenge.
The inter-robot communication is critical in manipulating
objects with multirobots. However, there may be cases where
no communication is available [19] or only implicit information
is provided [20]. For example, several irrelevant robots are
randomly picked to temporarily achieve a task without planning
them as a whole, or communication is not used since it is
the bottleneck of the coordination algorithms facing multiple
robots [21]. In such cases, force-based coordination strategies
are significant especially for tasks with high requirements on the
consensus. This cooperation without communication also coincides with some discoveries from biological studies of ants [19].
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Let xa ∈ R3×1 be the state of the manipulator a, and xb
be the state of the manipulator b. Since the movement of the
manipulator b is planned based on forces, we give a force
constraint
F b (k)2 ≤ Fm

Fig. 1.

Platform configuration.

This article investigates the motion control of coordinated
manipulators without communication and intends to use an
estimation-based method to limit forces within hundreds of
milliNewtons. To do it, we pick a case of transporting a mesoscaled object as an example to study the motion control with incomplete information available to each manipulator. The whole
process is sensed by the force upon an object caused by offset errors of manipulators. The leader’s movements are planned based
on the evaluation whether the counterpart follows well. The
follower needs to compensate for the undesired forces and plans
the following-the-leader movements according to its estimation
of the leader’s intention and corresponding confidence. We test
the proposed method in experiments on a precision manipulation
platform.
The main contribution of this article is the method to maintain milliNewton level forces upon an object carried by independent manipulators. In this method, the manipulators plan
their own movements only based on the measured forces: the
leader regulates its increment steps according to its evaluation
of whether the other manipulator follows well; and the follower
takes the movements based on its estimation of the leader’s
intention.
II. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND TASK DESCRIPTION
The configuration used to achieve the coordination of independent manipulators is shown in Fig. 1, where two manipulators
are employed and each is equipped with a force sensor. In each
manipulator, three translational DOFs are normally equipped
and the rotational DOFs are optional. The manipulators are
independent in motion planning and, thus, no communication
exists. Between the grippers of the two manipulators connect
the two ends of an object, e.g., a thin wire with small elasticity.
The target is to move the object to a desired position with
a desired force. The leading manipulator, labeled as a, only
knows the desired position of the object end that it holds and
the following manipulator, labeled as b, has no information
about the desired position but knows the desired force on
the object. One desired position together with a desired force
uniquely determines the final desired state of each manipulator,
i.e., the manipulator a moves to the desired position and the
following manipulator moves to a position where the object’s
state (including length and posture) is determined by the desired
force.

(1)

where F b ∈ R3×1 is the force measured from the sensor b and
Fm is a force limitation. Let xad be the desired position of
the manipulator a, F bd be the desired force measured from the
sensor b, and K be the object’s elasticity parameter. The motion
process can be described as: the manipulator a moves from its
initial position to xad and the manipulator b moves to change
the force from its initial value to F bd .
III. COORDINATED CONTROLLER OF INDEPENDENT
MANIPULATORS
Due to the property of the task, the two manipulators need
to plan their movements individually and gain the capability of
limiting object forces.
A. Leader’s Movement Planning
Since the independent planning is required, in order to satisfy
the constraints, the leading manipulator a heads to the desired
state, evaluates whether the following manipulator b well estimates the intention of a by means of force, and replans its
movements based on the evaluation results.
In the motion planning of the manipulator a, its movements
relate with the previous increment steps and forces. We express
them in the following form:
Δx̄a (k) = ξa (k − 1)Δxa (k − 1)

(2)

where ξa is a parameter, relating with forces, to determine the
next step and Δx̄a is the calculated value of the manipulator
a’s movement. This equation shows that the next movement
is planned scaling with the previous increment magnitude, and
the scaling parameter is an important factor. To determine the
parameter ξa , the following facts need to be concerned. 1) If the
force is large, the manipulator a needs to slow down so as to wait
the other manipulator. This may frequently occur in the process
where the other manipulator has not well followed the leader. 2)
If the current force is less than the previous value, it shows the
following manipulator may catch up with the movements, e.g.,
with well estimation of the leading motion, and the manipulator
a can move faster. Considering these two aspects, this parameter
can be computed as


F (k)2
F a (k)2 − F a (k − 1)2
− ak
F
(3)
e
ξa (k) = 1 −
kΔF
where kΔF and kF are two weight parameters. In the parentheses
of the above equation, the reduce of force magnitude compared
with the previous step renders a scaling value that is larger than
one. The exponential part conforms to the above first analysis
where a large force leads to a small movement. Equation (3)
determines whether to increase or decrease the leading movement and at the same time the ratio of increment/decrement
via evaluating the follower’s estimation based on the object
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force. The parameter kΔF needs to be properly set so that ξa
is positive. The manipulator’s movement is obtained by setting
a threshold
⎧
Δx̄a (k)2 < xam
⎪
⎨Δx̄a (k),
Δxa (k) =
(4)
Δx̄a (k)
⎪
⎩xam
, otherwise
Δx̄a (k)2

For the second compensation aim, an incremental PI controller can be used

kp2
(F b (k)2 − F b (k − 1)2 )
Δcb2 (k) =
K

where xam is the maximum movement for this manipulator.

where kp2 and ki2 are another proportional and integral parameters and Δcb2 is the compensation movement to reduce the force
error. In this equation, the first part on the right-hand side compensates for the length error and the second one is the movement
direction, which is coincident with the posture considering the
direction compensation. Therefore, the compensation controller
is composed by

B. Follower’s Movement Planning
In order to keep the same step with the leader, the movement
of the manipulator b incorporates two parts: compensational
motion to reduce positional errors between the two manipulators, which are reflected by the stretching forces, and the
following-the-leader motion, based on the estimation of the
leader’s movement. It, thus, can be written as
Δxb (k) = Δcb (k) + Δmb (k)

(5)

where Δcb is the compensational motion increment and Δmb is
the following-the-leader motion increment. The addition in (5)
means to compensate for the positional error while following
the leader.
The compensation controller has two roles: one is to move
to achieve the desired force, and the other is to compensate
for the force error deviated from the desired. In other words,
the first role is to compensate for the errors in object direction
and the second is responsible for the object length. The first
compensation controller aims to reduce the angle between the
current and the desired object direction. We define θ as the angle
between the two directions and it is computed as
θ(k) = arccos

F b (k) · F bd
F b (k)2 F bd 2

(6)

where “·” is the dot product. We can reduce this angle using an
incremental proportional integral (PI) controller
Δθ(k) = min {kp1 (θ(k) − θ(k − 1)) + ki1 θ(k), Δθm } (7)
where Δθm is the maximum allowed angle change considering
the manipulator movement capacity, and kp1 and ki1 are the
proportional and integral parameters. We label R ∈ R3×3 as a
rotational matrix


F b (k) × F bd
R = Rot
, Δθ(k)
(8)
F b (k) × F bd 2
where “×” is the cross product and Rot(f, α) is the transformation matrix rotating α about the axis f . The matrix R
relates the current object direction with the direction that the
first compensation controller wants to rotate to. The movement
of the first compensation controller yields


F b (k)
F b (k)
+ l0
(9)
Δcb1 (k) = (I − R)
K
F b (k)2
where Δcb1 corresponds to the movement for direction
compensation.

+

F b (k)
ki2
(F b (k)2 − F bd 2 ) R
(10)
K
F b (k)2

Δcb (k) = Δcb1 (k) + Δcb2 (k).

(11)

The following-the-leader motion is relatively complicated.
The follower needs to estimate the leader’s next movement and
follow that. As the leader may change its own step size, e.g., in
acceleration/deceleration or obstacle avoidance, the estimation
is, then, a gradual process to approach the real value. For every
step, the follower estimates the next movement of the leader and,
since this estimation may not be accurate, it needs to determine
how much this estimation is trusted. With the estimation and
the corresponding confidence, the following-the-leader motion
is planned. This article presents a planning strategy with updated
confidence to address this relationship
Δmb (k) = C(k)Δx̂ba (k) + (1 − C(k)) Δmb (k − 1)

(12)

where Δx̂ba (k) is the next movement that the manipulator a will

take, estimated by the manipulator b, and C(k) ∈ [0, 1] is the
confidence on this estimated value. In the above equation, the
confidence C(k) means what percentage the estimated value is
counted and the second part on the right-hand side attempts to
avoid big variations of the follower’s movement.
Since the leader’s movement and intention are unknown to
the follower, the estimation is also a gradual process in case that
the force is out of control due to uncertainties. At each step, after
acquiring stretching forces, the follower estimates the leader’s
next movement based on its own movement and the stretching
force variation
F b (k) − F b (k − 1)
Δxba (k − 1) = Δxb (k − 1) +
K


F b (k)
F b (k − 1)
+ l0
−
F b (k)2
F b (k − 1)2

(13)

where l0 means the object length with no load and Δxba is
the manipulator a’s movement estimated by the manipulator b.
This equation computes the previous estimated movement after
acquiring the current force, and this result has one step delay,
which is not suitable for direct use but for updating Δx̂ba (k).
Although the parameters Δx̂ba and Δxba both stand for the
manipulator a’s movement estimated by the manipulator b, the
first is the movement that has not been taken and the second
means an already executed value. It is also worth to note that
Δxb is the real execution value, including the compensational
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motion Δcb and the following-the-leader motion Δmb , while
Δxba is the counterpart of Δmb , estimated by using the force
information of the next step. To reduce the effect of uncertainties,
the following accumulation is used to obtain the estimation of
the leader’s movement
Δx̂ba (k) = Δx̂ba (k − 1) +

n1

i=1

γ1i (Δxba (k−i)−Δx̂ba (k−i))
n 1 i
i=1 γ1

(14)

where γ1 is a weight parameter and n1 means how many steps
are used in updating. In the parentheses of the above equation
are the errors between the estimated values of before and after
the execution. This weighted sum of several previous estimated
errors constitutes the estimated error for current movements.
C. Follower’s Confidence in Estimation
The determination of confidence depends on whether the
force changes as expected after previous planning. That means
the leader’s motion is appropriately estimated if the expected
force is close to the real one and otherwise the manipulator b
does not follow well. Before each step, the stretching force is
expected as
F̃ b (k) = F b (k − 1) − KΔcb (k − 1)

(15)

where F̃ b is the expected force with the planned compensational
motion while considering the manipulator b exactly follows
the leader. After execution, the stretching force is measured as
F b (k), and the error between the expected force and the real
one yields
ΔF̃ b (k) = F̃ b (k) − F b (k)

(16)

where ΔF̃ b contains the information whether the two manipulators move identically. Two categories are generally classified
in computing confidence. 1) If the magnitude of ΔF̃ b is close
to zero, the estimation is well done and the confidence should
be increased. The increased magnitude of confidence relates
with how close ΔF̃ b is to zero. 2) If the result of the above
equation is large, confidence should be decreased, but since the
desired stretching force is expected to be reached, the confidence
decreases varying according to cases. For convenient discussion,
we define a function
f (F ) = F 2 − F bd 2

(17)

to determine if a force F is larger than the expected. Label  as
a parameter relating with the range and the following-the-leader
motion is well planned if ΔF̃ b (k)2 ≤  holds. We analyze all
cases, where this inequality does not hold, as below.
1) For the cases that f (F̃ b ) > f (F b ) ≥ 0 holds, as shown
in Fig. 2(a), the wire state with the estimated movement
of the manipulator a is further from the desired state
than that of the real movement. It shows that, although
there exist differences between the estimated movement
of the manipulator a and its real executed one, the measured stretching force decreases toward the desired force.
Therefore, the confidence should be decreased, due to the
movement difference, and the decreasing scale should be
small since the stretching force appears better.

Fig. 2. Graphical explanation of the eight cases, where the red lines
mean the wire, the blue lines mean the real movements of both manipulators, the green dotted lines mean the movement of the manipulator
a estimated by its follower, and the purple arrows mean the desired
stretching force. Except for xa (k − 1) and xb (k − 1), all other parameters in the figure are at the k step. (a)–(h) represent the Cases 1–8 in
sequence.

2) If f (F b ) > f (F̃ b ) ≥ 0, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the wire
is less stretched if the manipulator a moves as estimated
by its follower compared with the real movement and the
stretching force increases away from the desired value.
Therefore, the confidence should be decreased, with a big
scale, since the stretching force grows unsatisfactorily.
3) Fig. 2(c) shows the condition f (F̃ b ) < f (F b ) ≤ 0 in
which both stretching forces, estimated by the manipulator b and the real measured one, are less than the desired
force, meanwhile the estimated force is less. It means the
estimated wire state is further from the desired state than
the real state and the stretching force increases toward
the desired force. Therefore, the confidence should be
decreased slowly.
4) If f (F b ) < f (F̃ b ) ≤ 0, compared with the real executed
movement, the estimated movement is closer to the desired state, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The stretching force
decreases away from the desired force, which should
result in a quick-decrease confidence.
5) For the cases that f (F̃ b ) ≥ 0 > f (F b ) and f (F̃ b ) +
f (F b ) ≤ 0 hold, the stretching force with the estimated
movement of the manipulator a is a little bigger than the
desired one and the really measured stretching force is
less than that. The variations of these two forces relative
to the desired force mean that the wire state with the real
movement is no closer to the desired state than that with
estimated movement. It shows the estimation is not well
done and the confidence should decrease quickly. Fig. 2(e)
corresponds to this case.
6) If f (F̃ b ) > 0 ≥ f (F b ) and f (F̃ b ) + f (F b ) > 0, as
shown in Fig. 2(f), the wire with the estimated movement
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The parameter kξ2 takes the value that corresponds to each case
⎧
⎪
⎨ks , f (F̃ b )f (F b ) ≥ 0 ∩ f (F̃ b ) > f (F b )
kξ2 = km , f (F̃ b )f (F b ) ≤ 0 ∩ f (F̃ b ) f (F̃ b )+f (F b ) > 0
⎪
⎩
kl , otherwise
(20)
where ks , km , and kl correspond to the parameters to decrease
slowly, moderately, and quickly. The initial value ξC (0) can be
randomly set as a positive value. Since the confidence is within
the range of [0, 1], the confidence should be limited

TABLE I
CASE SUMMARIZATION

C(k) =

C̄(k), C̄(k) ≤ 1
.
1.
otherwise

(21)

D. Special Conditions
is longer than the desired length, which is longer than the
length with the real movement. The variations of these
two forces relative to the desired force mean that the wire
state with the estimated movement is further away from
the desired state and the real force is closer to the desired
one. The confidence should decrease moderately.
7) The conditions f (F b ) ≥ 0 > f (F̃ b ) and f (F̃ b ) +
f (F b ) < 0 are similar to the Case 6 and the stretching
force with the estimated movement is closer to the desired
state. Fig. 2(g) presents this case and the confidence
should decrease moderately.
8) For the cases that f (F b ) > 0 ≥ f (F̃ b ) and f (F̃ b ) +
f (F b ) ≥ 0 hold, as shown in Fig. 2(h), they are similar
to the Case 5 and the stretching force with the estimated
movement is further away from the desired state. This
should result in a quick-decrease confidence.
Table I summarizes all the eight cases, and for any other cases
that are not mentioned above, the confidence should decrease
quickly. According to the above analysis, the confidence is
updated in an iterative way and the scaling parameter conforms
to the above cases
C̄(k) = ξC (k − 1)C(k − 1)

(18)

where ξC is a positive parameter between two consecutive confidences and C̄ is a computed confidence value. This is a simple
updating method and the parameter ξC is important to get the
estimation confidence. It basically constitutes of two categories,
i.e., whether the estimation is well planned or not
ξC (k) =

2e−kξ1 (ΔF̃ b (k)2 −) , ΔF̃ b (k)2 ≤ 
2e−kξ2 ΔF̃b (k)2 ,

otherwise

(19)

where kξ1 and kξ2 are two weight parameters. In the above equation, if ΔF̃ b (k)2 ≤  holds, i.e., the estimated force error falls
in the allowance range, the parameter ξC is no less than one and
the confidence increases. The less the error between the expected
and the real forces is, the larger the confidence increases. On the
contrary, if the estimation is not well done, the parameter ξC < 1
and it is exponential to the negative magnitude of the force error.

There are three special states: the initial state, the end state,
and the undesired state. Each needs special consideration in
motion planning due to the strict requirement of force limitation.
After initialization, the two manipulators are still and there
may exist a force on the object that is different from the desired
force. Under this condition, the manipulator a takes a considerable step to move toward its desire position, which enlarges the
distance to the manipulator b. The initial movement increment
of the manipulator a, Δxa (0) relates with the initial force on the
object, the maximum allowed force, and the geometry between
the desired and the current positions of the manipulators. To
conservatively acquire the constraint of this initial movement,
the following inequality is used:

Fm − F a (0)2
, xam
(22)
Δxa (0)2 ≤ min
K
where F a (0) is the initial force measured from the sensor a.
The first part on the right-hand side of the above inequality is
the maximum allowable stretching length of the wire along its
extension of the initial state. The direction of this movement
points to its desired position
Δ
xa (0) =

xad − xa (0)
xad − xa (0)2

(23)

 represents the direction of the manipulator movement.
where x
The initial movement of the manipulator b only includes the
compensation part without estimating the leader’s intention.
At the end, the manipulator a is at its desired state and the
manipulator b is at a position with the desired force achieved.
Therefore, the end condition for the manipulator a yields


k





Δxa (i) < εa
(24)
xad − xa (0) −


i=0

2

where εa is the threshold to evaluate the position error. The end
condition for the manipulator b is
⎫
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨
max F b (k − n2 ) − F bd 2 , . . . , F b (k) − F bd 2 < εb
⎪

⎪
⎭
⎩
n2

(25)
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where the parameter εb helps to judge the force error and n2
means how many previous steps to compute. Basically, it is
the manipulator a that first reaches its desired state and the
manipulator b needs a gradual process to slow down and achieve
the desired force. If the manipulator a suddenly stops at its
desired state, the manipulator b may continue to move based
on its previous estimation, which may possibly lead to a large or
even out-of-constraint stretching force. Therefore, the manipulator a should take its steps carefully when its target is close. If
the manipulator a, after taking the movement planned with (4),
surpasses its desired state, i.e., xa (k) + Δxa (k) − xa (0)2 >
xad − xa (0)2 , to avoid the occurrence of an out-of-constraint
stretching force, this manipulator’s movement is planned as
Δxa (k) = Δxa (k −1)−ξa [Δxa (k − 1)−(xad − xa (k − 1))]
(26)
where ξa is a parameter, determining how many scales to reduce
the movement length. The parameter ξa satisfies the following
conservative constraint:
0 < ξa ≤

min {Fm − F a (k − 1)2 , F a (k − 1)2 }
. (27)
K Δxa (k − 1) − (xad − xa (k − 1))2

With this movement, the follower can estimate the intention
of the manipulator a and the following movement can be adjusted without generating high stretching forces. If this reduced
movement is taken, the stretching force is still large, which
means the movement and stretching force at the previous step
are both large, the leader may need to execute the above reducedmovement planning for several times before it can move directly
to its desired position.
An undesired state is where F b 2 = 0 holds, which means
the two manipulators are so close that the distance between them
is shorter than the natural length of the object. In this state, the
two manipulators have no indicator to direct their movement
planning and it is basically not permitted during the whole
process. However, there are two reasons that may result in its
occurrence. 1) The manipulator a suddenly decreases its motion
increment or even moves inversely. These may happen when it
encounters an obstacle. 2) An inadequate movement estimation
of the manipulator a may also give rise to this undesired state.
Recall (12) and (14) that the movement estimation is a gradual
process and a much bigger/smaller estimation is hardly acquired.
Therefore, this article mainly handles this undesired state caused
by the first case.
Suppose the undesired state occurs at the step κ + 1,
i.e., F b (κ)2 = 0 and F b (κ + 1)2 = 0. According to (3),
Δxa (κ + 1) becomes large and the manipulator a makes a big
stride. The main reason for the occurrence of the undesired state
lies in the error between the estimated and the real movements of
the manipulator a. It is basically unable to obtain the wire state
when the only state-indicator feedback, stretching force, turns
to be zero. To handle it, we constrain the possible locations of
the manipulator a on the line of Δx̂ba (κ) or its perpendicular
line, as the green and purple dotted lines shown in Fig. 3(a). The
reason to choose the line of Δx̂ba (κ) or its extension is based on
the assumption that the manipulator a’s moving direction is well
estimated. The possible position choice for the undesired state

Fig. 3. Graphical illustration of the computation for an undesired state.
(a) Choice of possible positions. (b) Possible position confined to the
inequality 28. (c) Possible position not confined to the inequality (28).

may generally deviate from its true position, however, the main
point is not the precise position determination, but a method to
retrieve the stretching force at the next step.
Zero stretching force means the wire is slack and we use the
following inequality to distinguish which dotted line the possible
position may lie in


F b (κ) × Δmb (κ)2
Fb (κ)2
+ l0
− l0 ≤ 0. (28)
K
F b (κ)2 Δmb (κ)2
If the above inequality holds, it means it is possible that the
manipulator a locates on the line of Δx̂ba (κ) or its extension,
and a position with the minimum distance to the estimated point
can be approximated using geometry relationship


F b (κ)2
F b (κ) · Δmb (κ)
+ l0
−2
Δm̃b−a
K
F b (κ)2 Δmb (κ)2
F b (κ)22
F b (κ)2
l0 = 0
+2
(29)
K2
K
where Δm̃b−a > 0 contains the information of the minimum
error between the estimated and the real movements of the
manipulator a, as shown in Fig. 3(b). We can set the next
movement of the manipulator b as
+ Δm̃2b−a +

Δmb (κ)
F b (κ) · Δmb (κ)
.
Δmb (κ)2 F b (κ) · Δmb (κ)2
(30)
This movement tries to compensate for the minimum offset
between the two manipulators. If the undesired state still exists
after this compensation, implement another equal compensation
until the force exists.
If the inequality (28) does not hold, we assume the manipulator a locates on the perpendicular line


Fb (κ)2
Fb (κ)
+ l0
Δm̃b−a (κ + 1) =
K
Fb (κ)2
Δxb (κ + 1) = −Δm̃b−a

Δx̂ba (κ) × F b (κ) × Δx̂ba (κ)

− l0 
 b

xa (κ) × F b (κ) × Δx̂ba (κ)

2

(31)
where Δm̃b−a is the vector form of the error between the
estimated and the real movements, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The
manipulator b takes this step to retrieve stretching force.
E. Overall Planning Structure
The whole planning structure is shown in Fig. 4, where the
feedback is the forces displayed in each force sensor. With the
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F b 2 = 0 holds, the next following movement is computed
using a different strategy according to the result of (28). The
whole process ends when the desired states of both manipulators
are reached.
F. Analysis

Fig. 4.

Movement planning structure.

The manipulators are both driven by stepper motors, which
can be modeled as a one-order inertial element and an integral
element due to its low speed required in the precision manipulation. It is sure that, with a PI controller, the control system
is stable if the parameters are well tuned. This applies to the
compensation of both position (10) and direction (7).
With a high-precision sensor, the measurement noise is quite
small, and in (13), the parameter Δxba (k − 1) can well approximate the movement of the manipulator a, Δxa (k − 1). Based
on that, the second part on the right-hand side of (14) represents
the discounted sum of the past errors between the real and the
estimated movements of the leader. Thus, with this equation, the
movement estimation can gradually approximate the real value.
Substituting it into (12) results in
 n 1 i
b
b
a (k−i)−Δx̂a (k−i))
i=1 γ1 (Δx
Δmb (k) − Δmb (k − 1) = C(k)
n1
i
γ
i=1 1

b
+ Δx̂a (k − 1) − Δmb (k − 1) .
(32)

Fig. 5.

Flowchart of the manipulation.

measured force, the leading manipulator directly moves to its
goal and plans its movement after evaluating the follower’s
performance. The follower’s movement is separated into two
parts. The compensation controller aims to reduce the offset
illustrated by the measured force. For each step, it also estimates the leader‘s intention and approximates the counterpart’s
next movement. Meanwhile, the confidence is also updated
after evaluating the error between the estimated and the real
forces as well as calculating the confidence parameter. Then,
the following-the-leader movement is computed, and the sum of
it and the compensation constitutes the following manipulator’s
movement.
Fig. 5 presents the flowchart of the proposed strategy, in which
the movement of each manipulator is independently planned.
According to the decision result, indicating if the end state
is close, the leader computes corresponding parameters and
obtains its next step until its end state is reached. For the follower,
if the wire is not slack, the compensation and the followingthe-leader movement, which is based on the computation of
F̃ b , ξC , C, Δxba , and Δx̂ba , are planned. For the case that

The first part in the bracket of the above equation stands for
the error of historical estimation and the second part in the
bracket is the error between the estimated movement and the
follower’s movement of the previous step, which stands for
the estimation error. The sum of these two errors intends to use
historical estimation errors to compensate for the mismatch of
estimation errors.
For a simple analysis, assign γ a small value and the above
equation yields


Δmb (k)−Δmb (k − 1) ≈ C(k) Δxba (k − 1)−Δmb (k − 1) .
(33)
If the confidence C(k) is close to one, Δmb (k) can take the
same value as Δxba (k − 1), which means that the manipulator
b can follow the previous step of the leader. Therefore, as the
manipulator a moves steadily, the proposed strategy enables the
follower to keep up with its movement.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We test the proposed method on our precision manipulation
platform with six robot arms and three microscopes, as shown
in Fig. 6(a). To achieve the mentioned task, only two arms are
used for verification. The two arms are both equipped with
a motorized stage: consisting of three Suguar KWG06030-G,
whose translational resolution is ±0.5 μm, and a two-DOF
manual tilt adjustment Sigma KKD-25 C. Each arm is equipped
with a force sensor of Nano-43 whose resolution is 1/128 N,
which can be further improved by filtering. The manipulator a is
labeled as the leader and the manipulator b is, then, the follower.
The object to be manipulated is a cylindrical metallic wire with
0.1 mm diameter and 3.2 mm length. A close view to the object
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Experimental platform. (a) Platform overview. (b) Close view to the object and sensors.

Fig. 7. Experiment results. (a) Force on the object measured from the sensor on the follower. (b) Leader’s trajectory. (c) Follower’s trajectory.
(d) Leader’s movement increment. (e) Follower’s movement increment. (f) Compensation of the follower. (g) Confidence. (h) Intention estimation.

Fig. 8. 3-D trajectories of the two manipulators, both moving from the
lower-left to the upper-right. (a) Leader. (b) Follower.

and sensors is shown in Fig. 6(b). The cameras are responsible
for experiment setup, ensuring the wire is properly initialized.
Through relative movements of the two manipulators, we can
realize 5-DOF wire operation, such as moving, stretching, and
rotating. Although this experiment employs motorized stages
to fulfill three-DOF movement of the two manipulators, the
proposed method can also be applied to robots with rotating

joints. We pick this wire’s diameter to show that the proposed
method can manipulate a meso-scale object with weak elasticity.
In this small-sized level, the force is strictly constrained within
a small range, where the precision property of the proposed
strategy is specifically illustrated. A physical example is the
operation, such as wire translating or connecting a jump wire,
in a circuit board, etc.
We first experiment to get the deformation factor of the wire:
move one manipulator with certain steps along the force direction for several times and average the recorded data, resulting in
K = 69.3 mN/μm. The other parameters used in experiments
are listed in Table II. The proportional and integral parameters
are regulated with Ziegler–Nichols method. The parameter kξ1
is set so that when the force magnitude reaches a half of the
force limitation, the parameter ξC in (19) is 0.5. According to the
maximum allowed force Fm and the parameter K, the maximum
allowed movement increment should be limited within 7 μm and
we conservatively set xam = 5 μm. γ1 is set as 0.9 to consider
more effect from past errors between the estimation of before and
after the execution. The setting of the parameter kΔF relates with
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Fig. 9. Comparative experiment results. (a) Force on the object measured from the sensor on the follower. (b) Leader’s trajectory. (c) Follower’s
trajectory. (d) Leader’s movement increment. (e) Follower’s movement increment.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS FOR EXPERIMENT SET

the magnitude of the force error between two consecutive steps
to cease movement. The parameter kF is determined according
to effect of stretching force upon the leader’s movement.
The two manipulators and the wire are initialized in a state
where the force measured on the follower’s sensor is F b (0) =
[55.1, 42.8, 37.4]T mN . We set the location of the wire’s end
gripped by the leading manipulator as the origin and the desired position of this end is set as xad = [400, 500, 100]T μm.
According to the initialized force, the position of the wire’s
end held by the follower manipulator can be obtained as
[−2228, −1742, −1499]T μm and it is desired to move to the
position where the force on the wire is expected to be F bd =
[70, 50, 30]T mN .
The proposed method is applied to fulfill this task and the
experiment results are shown in Fig. 7. The initial step of the
leader is set as a half of the maximum allowed length, and
the follower compensates for the initialized force. For the first
several steps, when the follower has not well estimated the
leader’s intention, the offset between manipulators increases and
leads to large forces, with the maximum magnitude reaching
about 291 mN. As the estimation is gradually close to the real
value, the follower catches up with the leader and the force
decreases approaching to the desired one. This can also be
seen from Fig. 7(d), where the leader gradually enlarges its
movements up to xam . Since the wire’s initialized direction
is deviated from the desired one, the compensation controller
in (9) works to change the wire direction while trying to
keep the forces unchanged, which is reflected by the stretching forces in Fig. 7(a), the compensation motion in Fig. 7(f),
and the follower’s movement trajectory in Fig. 7(c). The direction compensation lasts for about 40 steps to achieve the
desired wire posture. The confidence is also relatively low for
the first several steps and increases to one after well estimation is

reached. After the two manipulators achieve steady steps, their
movements are equal with differences lying in the compensation
due to the disturbances in force measurement. The leader moves
directly to its desired state, surpasses it according to (26) and
(27) as shown in the magnified area in Fig. 7(b), and stays at the
desired position after that. Since the following manipulator is
still currently confident on its own estimation and then keeps its
moving steps, the wire is slack and the stretching force appears
to be zero, namely the occurrence of an undesired state. The
adjusting method in (28)–(31) is applied and the manipulator b
steps back repeatedly until regaining the stretching force [see the
magnified regions in Fig. 7(c) and (e)]. Meanwhile, the confidence drops accordingly, as presented in Fig. 7(g), and recovers
after estimating the leader’s static intention. The next movement
of the follower is to ensure reaching the desired stretching force.
Fig. 8 shows the three-dimensional (3-D) trajectories of the two
manipulators, where they move from the lower-left corner to the
higher-right. This shows the validity of the proposed method in
constraining the force within a small range.
We also carry out comparative experiments with the method
proposed in [19], in which no communication exists between
the leader robot and the follower. All parameters and the initial
setup are the same as the above. Fig. 9 shows the performance
of the comparative experiments. Without the estimation and
confidence, the follower only compensates for the current force
errors, which results in the one step delay and long-lasting
large forces. No slacking wire appears since no prejudgment
is performed by the follower. The main difference lies in the
stretching force upon the wire: the comparative method presents
large forces and their magnitude increase as the leader moves
faster; while, through estimation and confidence computation,
our approach gains less forces and the desired force can be
achieved in only fifteen steps. This shows the advantage of the
proposed approach.
V. CONCLUSION
This article presented a strategy of motion planning for the
coordination of manipulators without communication in the
domain of precision manipulation. Each manipulator knew only
a part of task information and the intention of each individual manipulator needed to be estimated. Taking the task of moving an
object with a small force limitation as an example, we proposed a
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motion planning structure, where the leader moves to the desired
state based on its evaluation of whether the other one catches up
by means of the stretching force, and the follower regulates its
movement by estimating the leader’s intention and evaluating
its estimation confidence. Experiments were implemented to
validate the proposed method.
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